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PnBracr
The manuscript that Father Tomasi has prepared on MIGRATION

IN THE LIGHT OF VATICAN II is exceedingly well done and most
timely. It analyzes most thoroughly the important part the Church must
continue to play in the field ol migration in the light ol present and
world conditions.

It

is very evident that Father Tomasi and his

associates have

done a very excellent research job in singling out all relerences direct
and indirect to migrants and immigration in the documents that emerged
from Vatican II. As those who have studied the Council Constitutions
and Decrees are ctwqre, the direct relerences to migration in the Council
documents are not many; but as Father Tomasi has deduced and
demonstrated, the Council Fathers very definitely had migrants in mind
in nmrry ol the things that they said in reference to the cultural, social
and economic needs of the Church's children in our modern world.

He analyzes well the deep concern ol Pope lohn

XXIil, of blessed

memory, for the problems ol migrants. Pope lohn's concern undoubtedly had its impact upon the thinking ol the Council Fdthers, especially
since it wos he who brought the Council into being and whose own
encyclical, PACEM /N ZERRI,S, might be called a precursor of the.
Council. It was fortunate, too, that Father Tomui was able to bring
his manuscript right up to the present moment by its relerences to the
latest encyclical of Pope Paul VI, gloriously reigning, POPULORUM
ROGRESSIO.
I would urge all priests and particularly those whose lile is devoted

to the care of migrants to study this work very carefully. It will certainly give them a greater sense of the importance of the apostolate
that they are carrying on and lend encouragement, il any is really
needed, lor an even greater zeal and enthusiasm for the great service
it is their opportunity to ofier.

Most Rev. Edward E. Swanstrom, D.D.
Executive Director, Catholic Relief Services
United States Catholic Conference, Inc.
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I
THE CHURCH AND THE WORLD OF TODAY

A

new taste for the modern world and a fresh love for man
IL The Church of the Council is quite concerned
with the realistic view of today's man, eager for progress and a tragic
victim of poverty; confident in his technical achievements and frightened by the powers he has discovered. The pastoral Constitution on
the Church in the Modern World presents a sketch of a Christian ansprang from Vatican

thropology and humanism without deviation toward the anthropocentric
positions taken by modern culture. Descending into the City of Man,
"the Council wishes to speak to all rnen in order to illuminate the
mystery of man and to cooperate in finding the solution to the stand-

ing problems of our time." (Church Today, n. 10, p. ZO9).
Cultural, social, and economic institutions are, therefore, as much
a subject of the Council's reflection as "the joys and hopes ths griefs
and anxieties of the men of this age, especially those who are poor
or in any way affiicted." (Ibid., I, p. 1i9).
In this context, the preservation of old structures and the establishment of new institutions become functional only to the extent they
favor an authentic development, which is "integral, that is, that promotes the good of every man and of the whole man." (Paul VI, Progressio Populorurn; n. 15) and "all men are called to this fullness of
development." (Ibid. n. L7)
The entire process of migration is, basically, a dynamic &nswer
toward personal development "In the design of God, every man is
called upon to develop and fulfill himself, for every life is a vocation."
(Paul VI, Populorum Progressio, n. 15) Migrants move away from
oppressive social structures, whether due to abuses of ownership or to
abuses of power, to the exploitation of workers or to unjust transactions, or to debasing historical circumstances; and, as individuals and
groups, they look toward more human conditions.
The problems of migrants are certainly outstanding and they
should bs analyzed in the broader context of a re-emerged humanistic
attitude and, in the pastoral work of the Church, of a more critical
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I ur. of the human sciences like sociology, psychology, ethnology, etc.,
{ ,."n not so much in defense of a surpassed cultural system5 but in the
I optimistic view of inserting a Christian ferment into the forms of
I\' society man is building now.
social sciences and pastoral work are two poles of the
In fact,

samecontinuum,twoendsofadialogueVaticanllhasdecisively
persons of
begun, with renewed intensity, between the events and the
through
on
the world and the message tt chrirt the church carries
the centuries.

f-ln
the basic fact of the Incarnation we meditate how God takes
progress' techI ur. *Ltt his body, the whole of creation: intelligence'Ascension
I ;ilr"r, etc. The explicit teaching of Christ before hisbringing backgives
the
I _J""irn and theorizes the act of the Incarnation of
teach,
nations,
all
to
"Go
said:
L"f".^" to the Father. When Christ
a
I Uur,ir", be my witnesses," (Mt. 28, 19; Acts 1, 8)upHeofcornmitted
by
creation
taking
\ a"h"i mission to the Church so that the
I Cnrir,"and Christ's Incarnation into the world are always in process
I to the end of history.
be
Thus, it is oot enough for the Church to speak; she must
time
and
must, therefore, speak the language of the

understood; she
structures
place where she is active. The understanding, in fact' of the
is
the only
places
and
times
such
people
within
and pro"esres of the
the
other
On
dialogue'
for
language
a
*.u.ri.rgtut basis to forrnulate
specialized
requires
societies
complex
hand, Ihe analysis of today's
then, wants to
techniques as the human sciences offer. If the Church,
salvation' she
of
message
her
bring into the community of today's men
otherwise
understanding;
for such objective
ougit to use the

-"u.r,

she

will be working in a vacuum'

..Inpastoralcare,appropriate-usenrustbemadenotonlyoftheological
^oi
the flndings of the secular sciences, especially of
principles, but also
can be brought to live the
irycttotogy uta-to"ioiogy. Thus 1t'" fuitt't"t (The Church Today' n 62'
way'"
mature
and
faith in a more thoroufh
p.26e)

Goodwillaloneandauthorityconferredbyhierarchicalrankare
of scientific
no longer sufficient' Competence is necessary, and the use
techniquesaimingatsuchknowledgeofsocialfactsthatisbasedon
u p".-uo.rt flow of information and on a systematic understanding
of this information concerning the evolution of social forms'
TheChurchhadthecouragetocoductacriticalself-examination
in public for four years and, as a result, has profoundly altered its
of the
own view of itself, its view of the world and the world's view
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Catholic Church, (as John Jessup wrotg

in Z{e). Neither was the

Gospel betrayed in the change, nor were the dogmatic formulations
of previous councils rejected. Faithfulness to christ, instead, has become more imperative in the effort to love mEn as they are in order
to bring them to the fulfillment of their calling in christ. The climate
of a pre-industrial society has been superseded in the church by a
climate reflecting the technological and democratic aspirations of our
times and the respect of individual persons before institutions and
societies.

The structural aspects of any ecclesiastical group, i.e. its internal
framework, and the processes within it: formation of members, style
of pastoral work, exercise of authority, etc., m,ust be revised in the
light of the council. The adaptation and renewal of ecclesiastical organizations should take into account the more extended changes in
process in society at large.
The main contributions made by sociology toward the under_
standing of the contemporary social scene were carefully taken into
consideration by the council and incorporated into its sixteen decrees:
the phenomenon of socialization, industriarization, cultural pluralism,
internationalism, equality in sharing the goods of the earth, etc.
Keeping in mind, then, the Church,s open-door for dialogue at
any level and her insight into today's man, we may look at the teaching of Vatican II regarding the problem of migration and see:

1-. how such foremost pastoral concern of the Church is seen now;
2-. whom the church is sending to migrants as mediators of salvation;
3-. what means are suggested for efficient pastoral assistance.

I It seems that only in this light can we grasp the message of renewal
I of the Church for the organizations and individuals engaged in the
I service of migrants.
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II
MIGRATION IN THE DOCUMENTS OF VATICAN II
oI
The doctrinal frame of reference within which the problem
man
of
migration is placed into focus is given by the consideration
institutions
as a value per se around whom economic and cultural

are geared'

the meaning
Every form of economic positivisnr' is rejected' sincs

manipuof economy derives exclusively from its service to man' who
moral'
personal,
his
of
lates economic laws toward ihe development
and religious life.
for ecoThe necessity of geographical and professional mobility
ura tnJ pJttonut right to rnigrate are both reco-gnized
nomic progress
'CoJncit.
On the other hand, the deeper concern of the.Church
iy the
production, but
is directed to the evaluation of man, not as a tool of
l94l)' and to
Pentecost
as a person (cf. also Pius XII, Message of
among
inequalities
the piogress of all peoples, by removing economic
The
"brain-drain."
them arid by curbing the flying away of capital and

emigration, then, ieems to be demanding integration into
preparation for
ihe master plan of collective human redemption as a

f.o""r, of

of saints'
and
The effort of international organizations, of governrnental
prepossible
all
voluntary agencies, is of invaluable help' But beyond
from familiar
.a
cautions the process of migration involves an uprooting
assimilation in the
environment and difficult feriods of adaptation and
on the human
new environment. The ideal solution, that cuts down
advantageous to
costs of migration and is also appearing economically
reproposed by the
the employers, is expres sed in Picem in Terrris and

a supernatural comrnunion

and not viceversa'
Councii: Capital should be moved to meet manpower'
and
their part, should remember that they have the right

"Citizens, for
to contribute accordduty, which mrrt U"'iecog'l"J tV civil authority'
Espeown
inj'io their ability to the true progress- of their mustcommunity'
to
urgent
put
be
resources
*t't"i"
i" underdevelop.d ot"u',
'tt public good who allow their
the
"iiffv
use, those -"n g."u'"tfy'.
"Jung"t
whL deprive their community of
or
to ."-uiri ri'pt"J"tii"
resources
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the material and spiritual aid it needs. The personal right of migration,
however, is not to be impugned.,, (The Churih Today,-n. eS, p.-Zt+1
"Justice and equity likewise require that the mobility which is necesin a developing economy be regulated in such a way as to keep the
life of individuals and their familiei from becoming insecure aod precarious' Hence, when workers come lrom another country or disirict
and contribute by their labor to the economic aclvancemeni ol a nation
or region, all discrimination with respect to wages and working conditions must be carelully avoided. Tlte local peopl", moreover, eipecially
public authorities, should all treat them not as mere tools of priduction
but as persons, and must help them to arrange lor their Tamilies to live
with them and to provide themselves with declent living quarters. The
natives should also see that these workers are introduceo into the sociat
life. of the country or region which receives them. Employment opportunities, however, should be created in their own areas ur tui u. possible."
(The Church Today, n.66, pp. 2j4-275)
p_ry

Economic mechanism has to bow down to true Christian personalism; cultural pluralism also should be admitted as another expression
of the same safeguard of human persons.
Aspirations to political and economic independence and recognition of national cultures are corlmon efforts of most young countries
of the world. The matrix of the Coucil's Constitution on the Church
in the Modern World is an explicit acknowledgmpnt of the values of
each culture, of the fact of cultural pluralism, and of the internationalization of culture. If economic sufficiency is the elementary condition
of personal development, man comes to an authentic and lutl humanity
only through culture. Human culture necessarily has an historical and
social aspect and often takes on a sociological and ethnological sense,
and according to this sense the Bishops speak of a plurality of cultures.

"various conditions of human living, as well as various patterns of
organizing the goods of life, arise from diverse ways of uiing things,
of laboring, of expressing oneself, of practicing religion, of -forming
customs, of establishing laws and juridical institutions, of advancing the
arts and sciences, and of prornoting beauty. Thus the customs handed
down to it form for each human community its proper patrimony. Thus,
too, is fashioned the specific historical environment which enfolds the
men of every nation and age and from which they draw the values which
permit them to promote human and civic culture.
The living conditions of modern man have been so profoundly changed
in their social and cultural dimensions, that we can speak of a new age
in human history. Fresh avenues are open, therefore, for the refinement
and wider diffusion of culture. These avenues have been paved by the
enormous growth of natural, human and social sciences, by progress in
technology, and by advances in the development and organization of the
means by which men communicate with one another . . .little by little

- lI -

we are moving toward a more universal form of human culture expressparticular
i";;h; u"itv 6t the human race to the degree that it preserves
53-54'
nn'
Today'
(Thi
Church
cultures."
different
the
of
i"it,r."*

pp.259-260)

The meaning and the function of culture should be' therefore'
clearly analyzed and understood as necessary tools for evaluating the
problem of migration and undertaking the appropriate course of pastoral action.
Culture is the surnr total of all ways of believing, thinking, feeling
a
and behaving by which men satisfy the needs of human existence'
rather
total design tor iving or way of life that makes a man Mexican
are
than French, German rather than Italian' In other words' there
protect
and
shelter
to
themselves,
the basic needs of men to nourish
themselves'
themselves, to relate themselves to each other, to reproduce
needs in
basic
these
fulflll
to answer the mysteries of existence. Men
cultures
diflerent
the
a great variety oi *uyr. These different ways are
bound
strictly
is
of the world. The catechetical work of the Church
introis
child
to culture. Education, in fact, is a process whereby a
develop
duced into a culture. A child is born with a potentiality to
into any one of the cultures of the world' For example, suppose a child
of Irish parents is given, on the day of birth, to a family in lndia and
is reared there; by the tinls the child is sixteen, he may have Irish
the
features, but his personality will be Indian' He will think the way
things
at
the
laugh
will
he
feel;
Indians think; he will feel ih" *uy they
way
they laugh at; he will behave the way they behave' And the Irish
to
bewildering
and
of iite oi hi, out rtal parents would be as strange
process
This
him as the way of life of the Indian is strange to the Irish.
of forrdng a personality according to the pattern of a particular culture
is the process of socializaliom.
The important thing to note in this process is the fact that' as
formed in
socialization proceeds, as a child becomes more and more
illusa culture, he becomes less plastic, less adaptable' This can be
the
trated by a simple, rather Gchnical part of a child's formation'
Japanese
use of language. A child of flve or six can be taught to speak
accent'
perfect
a
it
with
speak
will
very easily-. Hi learns it rapidily and
child
the
ancl
set,
become
Bui once this framework of llnguage has
more
be
will
it
language,
is now a youth of sixteen, speaking a native
a
and more difficult for him 1e mFnipulate other sounds' to learn
he
will
well'
language other than his own. Even when he learns it
probably speak it with an accent.
It is likewise with the process of socialization' When a person
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in a culture, when he thinks, feels, and behaves the
way a particular group does, it becomes more and more difficult for
him to learn the ways of another culture and to adapt to them.
Culture affects every aspect of a person's life from the way he
thinks about God or worships God, to the way he prepares his breakfast, greets his friends, or goes to sleep. Therefore, lundamental to
any catechetical activity, on qny level, is the need to understand the
cultttre ol the person who is being catechized.
Immigrants are mostly adults socialized in a specific cultural group,
ethnic or class group, mpving into a different social context, which is
permeated by a different culture. To communicate to these immigrants
the Word of God, preachers must understand the meaning that the
immigrants give to the various phenomena. The procession for the feast
of the patron saint of an Italo-American parish means honor and
respect for the old Italo-American Catholic, but irreverenca and superstition to an Irish or Genqan Catholic. The identical phenomenon is
defined in two entirely different ways in different cultures. The Council
has often spoken of culture to point out the way of avoiding prejudice
due to cultural chasm, and has indicated ways of fostering mutual

has been formed

understanding.

"Through her (the Church) work, whatever good is in the minds and
hearts of men, whatever good lies latent in the religious practices and
cultures of diverse peoples is not only saved from destruction but is also
healed, ennobled, and perfected unto the glory of God, the confusion
of the devil, and the happiness of man." (Lumen Gentium, art. L7)

"The Church has not adopted any particular style of art as her very
own; she has admitted fashions from every period according to the
natural talents and circumstances of peoples, and the needs of the various
rites. . . the art of our own days, coming from every race and region,
shall also be given free scope in the Church." (Constitution on the
Liturgy, art. 1,23)

"In order that Christians may be able to give witness to Christ fruitfully,
let them . . . acknowledge themselves to be members of the group of
men among whom they live. Let them share in cultural and social life
by the various exchanges and enterprises of human living. Let them be
familiar with their national and religious traditions, gladly and reverently
laying bare the seeds of the Word which lie hidden in them." (Missions,

art. 11)
The Church recognizes the inalienable right of every man "to an education corresponding to his proper destiny and suited to his native talents,
his sex, his cultural background, and his ancestral heritage." (On Christiarr Education, art. 1)

The Church "is not bound exclusively and indissolubly to any race or

_
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nation, nor to any particular way of life

or

any- customary pattern of

iiving,'uoci.ot or ieient." (The Church Today, n' 58)
social nature'
"Because it flows immediately from man's spiritual andIt also
develop.
to
it
is
just
lt
freedom
culture has constant need of a
needsthelegitimatepossibilityofexercisingitsindependenceaccording
; it; ow" i'rinciptesi Rightly, therefore, ii demands respect and enjoy

inviotauitity, at ieasi'as long as the rights of the individual and
whether particula-r or universal, are preserved within
tfra
of"Lrt"io
"o*rrrunity,
common good'" (ibid', afi' 59)
the
the context of
u

political and ecoculture is autonomous from faith as well as from
nomic forces, as the Council states:

..Itisnotthefunctionofthepublicauthoritytodeterminewhatthe
rather
nroDer nature of r"*, oi a hu^man culture should be. It should
promoting
of
capable
are
which
means
tn.
J
ut
i;i; a'r*" """altit*
of a nacultural life among all citizens and even within the minorities
art.
59)
tior." (ibid.,
of symbolSince, then, man goes to God through the framework
in which
culture
the
that
reactions
emotional
ism, ways of thinking, ind
provides that:
he has been socialized furnishes hirrr, the Council

,.In order that the ministry of salvation be more suitably carried out in
provisions
oi*.r" . . . different rites should be respected .' . and
groups' either
language
"u"tdifferent
of
faithfut
the
for
made
be
rn"rfa
episcopal
through priests or pirishes ol the same.language' or thorugh an episcopal
with
endowed
be,
need
if
and,
turg,ug",
in
tt
versed
ri"ui *"if
"
i-toie appropriate ways'" (Decree on Bishop's'
oig.itv; or, in some otner
art, 23)
such
As a logical consequence, all missionaries shall be trained in
the
ol
diversity
the
and
Church
the
a way that ioth the uniiersality o!
world's nations will be taken into account'
have a
"For anyone who is going to encounter another people should
customs'"
their
and
language'
tor ttreii pairimony, their
gr""t
"ri."rn
att.26)
(Missions,
and the
Two key concepts embody the attitudes of the immigrant
Council
same
The
understanding'
receiving Church: adaptation and
Bishops:
the
admonishes
that recommends love ior the host-society,
the faith' ' ' ' In
"The Bishop should be first and foremost a herald of
let him be
task'
order that t e muy properly fulfill this outstanding
also take
should
He
flock'
his
of
'''
of ih"^"onOitions
thoroughly
urbanization'
"*ur.
so-called
by
introduced
changes
ttose
of
ntte
;;;;i"i

and religious indifferentism'" (Missions' n' 20)
who' on
"special concern should be shown for those among the faith.ful
use
rnake
sufficiently
cannot
life'
ol
way
or
condition
acZount ol their

r"ilirtio^,
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ol the comnxon and

ordinary pastoral services ol the parish priests or
are quite cut off from thent. Among this group are quite many migrants,
exiles and refugees, seamen, airplane personnel, gypsies, and others of
this kind. suitable pastoral methods should also be developed to sustain
the spiritual life of those who journey to other lands for a time for the
sake of recreation. Episcopal conferences, especially national ones, should
pay energetic attention to the more pressing problems confronting the
aforementioned groups. Through common agreement and united efforts,
such conferences should look to and pron,ote the spiritual care of these

people

by means of suitable methods and institutions." (Decree

the Bishops, n. 18)

on

In the spirit of the Council, Paul VI restated the Christian attitude
to be taken in regard to migrants and persons in similar situations.
"We cannot insist too much on the duty of welcoming others-a duty
springing from human solidarity and Christian charity-which is incumbent both on the families and the cultural organizations of the host
countries. Centers of Welcome and hostels must be multiplied, especially for youth. This must be done first to protect them from loneliness,
the feeling of abandonment and distress. which undermine all moral
resistance. This is also necessary to protect them from the unhealthy
situation in which they find themselves, forced as they are to compare
the extreme poverty of their homeland with the luxury and waste which

often surround them. It should be done also to protect them against
the subversive and the temptations to aggression which assail them, as
they recall so much 'unmerited misery.' Finally, and above all, this hospitality should aim to provide them, in the warm atmosphere of a
brotherly welcome, with the example of wholesome living, an esteem for
genuine and effective Christian charity, an esteem for spiritual values.
"It is painful to think of the numerous young people who come to
more advanced countries to receive the science, the competence and the
culture which will make them more qualified to serve their homeland, and
who certainly acquire there a formation of high quality, but who too
often lose the esteem for the spiritual values which often were to be
found, as a precious patrimony, in the civilizations where they had
grown up.

"The same welcome is due to emigrant workers, who live in conditions which are often inhuman, and who economize on what they earn
in order to send a little relief to their family living in misery in their
native land." (Populorum Progressio, nn. 67-69

The Council's blueprint for coordinating adequate preparation
and efficient action in the apostolate of migrants outlines in this way
two important principles:

a.-The role of the episcopal conferences. According to the doctrine and suggestions of the Council, the role that the episcopal conferences will assume in the active organization of every forrnr of apostolate, combined with the interest of religious congregations to carry
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outtheirministryinaneverclosercollaborationwiththeBishops,
grace for the evangelization
to whom Christ has given the task and the
oftheworld,shouldmakereligiousbodiescommittedtothepastoral
careofmigrantsevermoreu'uilublttothedemandsoftheBishops'
will
b.-The need ol specifically prepared personnel' The Bishops
prepared
fail their pastoral mission if they do not prefer specifically
but the
language'
the
only
not
f"rron.rrl,' capable of understanding
seamigrants'
of
problems'
trltrrre, religious expressions, characteristic
men, etc. (cf. Missions, n. 20)
depend not so
follows that work among the migrants shall
to carry it out or on
much on the willingness of religious societies
theirconstitutionspoirrtingatthisspecifictask,butratheronspecialized
cali from the Bishops' What is sought
freparation together *itti ttr"
and organization'
for today is efficiency, which depends on competence
the appreciation
on
level;
on formation at an apostolic and technical
to work accordassignment
and development of indiviau* talents; on
understanding
the
on
ing to competence rather than according to need;
to the
preference
of common good as the good of the persons in
Bishops'
the
on
institutions. icf. The Church Today, n' 26; Decree
Rome'
Vaticana'
Ed'
XII'
Pio
S'S'
di
n. 14; Discorsi e Radiomessaggi
20-21)
vol. lV, p. 331; Decree on Priestly Fonmation' nn'
cultural v.alues is
its
The function of the ethnic community with
into the
immigrants
of
indispensable for a ,afe process of integration
through
fact
answer this
host-society. The Bishopi, therefore, should
theservicesofclergyof.thesamebackgroundastheirflock./tis|rom
will move
a position ol stren[th and self-confidence that immigrants
the premature'dis'
out to assimilate into their host-society, not lrorn
world ol the inpsychological
ruption of the ethnic group and ol the

It

dividuatimmigrant,Thereisamutualcorrelationbetweencompetent
the juridical structure
and specialized service, on the one hand' and
integration of these
air""tirg this service, on the other' Through the
the Church
two element, ..".ging in the pastoral care of migrants'
in his comwill carry out the intlgration of tt " individual migrant
In this contex:
mrrnty, a practical unidi,i't"'ested Christian service'
..Agenciesoftheinternationalcommunitvshoulddotheirparttopro.
situations which
vide for the various necessities of men' ' ' ' In certain
the growth
promote
to
need
general
the
means
it
can obtain an)'vvhere,

throughnu,i-t, ;; ;i;;; to t'uiatnipt of refugees scattered
(The
church
families."
th"ir
und
out the world, or to assist migrants

of developing

TodaY, n.48)
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"They (Christian couples) and the rest of the faithful, therefore, should
cooperate with men of good will to ensure the preservation of these rights
in civil legislation, and to make sure that attention is paid to the needs
of the family in government policies regarding housing, the education
of children, working conditions, social security, and taxes; and that in
decisions affecting migrants, their right to live together as a lamily is
saleguarded." (Laity, n. 11)
The convergence, therefore, of the efforts of Bishops, priests, and
laymen will lead immigrants beyond their human fulfillment toward
Christian maturity.
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III
NEW ORIENTATIONS
Keeping in nrrind the implications of cultural pluralism and the
exigencies stressed by the Council on the formation of priests according
Conferences' regional culture, in which the future
priest has to work, we can see how strongly those who follow the
migrants must root themselves in the place of their ministry. They
must not remain closed cells within the diocese, but they must branch

to the Episcopal

out with their initiatives and the influence of their qualification, and
thus reach all the clergy, communicate regularly with them, help them
in formulating the right policy on the pastoral care of rnigrants. After
all, unless they become a vital part of a diocese and possibly get into
the diocesan senats of priests, they will not contribute as they should
toward the solution of migration problems.
It must not be forgotten also that

"it

pertains to the Episcopal Conference to found and promote projects
for providing a brotherly welcome and due pastoral care for those who
immigrate from mission lands for the sake of studying and working."
(Missions, n. 38)

As a rule, the coordination of missionary efforts and action on
behalf of migrants depends on the local body of Bishops. However, it
remains valid that

"it serves the best interests of the Church for (religious) cornmunities to
have their special character and purpose." (Decree on Religious Life,
n. 2, b)
Again, if a well-ordered cooperation in the apostolate has to take
place (cf. Decree on the Bishops, nn.33-35), the principle of integration between the juridical structure and specially called and specialized
groups must be preserved.
Parish work as well as pastoral care for migrants may have to be
re-structured, given new form6 in the light of social and pastoral variables mentioned by the Council and the basic principles it formulated.
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l.-Migrant is a far

more encompassing word than the traditional

concept of the uprooted, tragically poor and disoriented person looking
for better economic opportunities abroad. The concept of migrant
should include seamen, flshermen, nomads, tourists, refugees, and all
forms of internal migrations. In this sense, migration is a global
phenomenon that we experience every day. The geographical mobility
of the inner-city parishes is high. Many people commute for work,
school, vacations, and the only time available to know them may be
between seven and nine in the evening. Families may move into a
parish and may have to face the complicated problems of adjustment
into urban industrial life. All these fluctuating people may have little
in common to make up a living parish community except the language
of their jobs and the same faces on TV programs. They hardly share
in the same religious experience. The mission of the priest is to waken
and to strengthen in them a personalized experience of the faith, a
commitment to Christ that is not depending on the environmpnt, the
family, the traditional cultural expressions of Christian life in one,
own ethnic group or on any other external cricumstance. Consequenfly,
even territorial boundaries in the strict sense lose much of their meaning if we want to reach people where and as they are.

2.-Assistance to migranls is no longer an exclusive task of a
limited number of priests, but it is the normal duty of any pastor, since

the phenomenon of migration is so extensive. Ecclesiastical groups
dedicated to mrigrants shall especially endeavor to cover those areas
of apostolate the regular pastor is unable to cope with; they should
also set the standards for apostolic work among migrants and be like
the leaven among the clergy for this specialized mission.
3.-Four typical lactors of modern pastoral work must be present
in any activity for migrants, particularly because many immigration
area parishes are urban parishes.

a)

b)

c)

involvment in the secular community social action for the area, (for
example, in voluntary organizations for newcomers);
teamwork, without which the effectiveness of the apostolate is simply
cut in half and any personal sense of responsibility and dedication

of subordinate persons is destroyed;
co-work with laymen, especially in organizing supra-parochial lay
Catholic action;

d)

co-work between administrators and "expert consultors,

or

of proven

experience. . . who will propose scientifically based
conclusions for mission work and cooperation." (Ad Gentes, 29)

knowledge
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IV
ASSIMILATION OF IMMIGRANTS
There remains another question we should deal with if any specialized work among migrants has to be successful: the modalities of
integration. The council has spoken of the general crisis of modern
society and of the migratory phenomenon, linking the two in the analysis of the process of social change.

"The traditional local communities such as father-centered families,
clans, tribes, villages, various groups and associations stemming from
social contacts experience more thorough changes every day.
"The industrial type of society is gradually being spread, leading some
nations to economic affiuence, and radically transforming ideas and
social conditions established for centuries. Likewise, the practice and
pursuit of city living has grown, either because of a multiplication of
cities and inhabitants, or by a transplantation of city life to rural settings.
. . .It is also noteworthy how many men are being induced to migrate on
various accounts, and are thereby changing their manner of life. . . ."
(The Church Today, n.6)

I.-Internal migration from rural to industrial areas, the tensions
of daily commuting for work, school, Ieisure, church services, threaten
to placs the migrating individual in a state of anomie and depersonalization that takes away the basic peace and normal emotional life on which
religious life can mature. In this ssnnection, it is possible to observe
that, even though we may not move physically from one place to another, the soeial system around us forces us to move culturally. Professional changes, retraining, forced retirement, bring man into a different pattern of action and inter-relations similar to the process of migration. Sociological conceptual models have been helpful in trying to
typify the direction of change of the entire society from a face-to-face
relationship to a bureaucratic and impersonal one; from a little to a
high degree of specialization; from a deep sense of tradition to a
weakened sense of tradition and reverence for ths sacred; from a
largely informal social control through community pressure and expectation to a formial social control through law and formal sanctions
by public authorities. We may focus the changes completed or about
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to bs completed in society as a transition from a unified, hierarchical
and controlled society to a pluralistic, democratic, liberalizing society.
Aristocracy has given in to egalitarianism and universalistic culture to
refined specialzation. The flxed structure of society is superseded by a
society with structural changes and the broadening of socio-geographical
units demanding uniformity of decisions. Thus, the individuals as well
as society have to make room in themselves for permanent mechanisms
of change. As far as religion is concerned, there is brought about a
simplif,cation to ths essentials of religion. This consequence seems a
positive aspect in this type of cultural migration, since the discovery
of the personal committment in the act of faith is the starting point
for integration into the ecclesial and liturgical community and the
resolution of the danger of depersonalization.
Z-International migration, i.e. migration involving two different
ethnic groups, is a more familiar phenomenon under the term migration and one to which groups working in the field have been exposed
for years. The task of these groups should be a striving to make cultural pluralism accepted and to make understood the supporting value
of the immigrants' community while directing it toward integral insertion within the regular ecclesiastical structures of the host-society. It is
not sociologically and pastorally wise either to force imnr,igrants to
preserye cultural and structural autonomy or to force them to integrate
too rapidly. Either of these two attitudes is negative in the results it
produces and should be avoided. lt is quite a delicate task for priests
to keep the integrating migrant anchored on the supernatural when
he is mainly concerned with securing for himself economic stability,
with assimilating the values of the new culture, and, at the same time,
with keeping up with the host-society's culture moving toward new
forms.
"During this very dangerous adaptation period the Church with maternal
vigilance brings help to Her children through the missionaries-as they
are called-whose knowledge of the language, the mentality and the
needs of their countrymen enables them to give the immigrants a paternal
welcome, to support and to guide especially the first hesitant steps of
the newcomers and to integrate them little by little, thanks to their
assistance, instruction, charity and spare time, in the religious and civil
community of the receiving country." (October 19, 1961-Address to
the Members of the Supreme Council on Emigration by John XXIII)
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v
SUGGESTIONS FOR ACTION
We have seen, then, how social sciences put at the service of the
pastoral mission of the Church an objective vision of hurnan society
so that dialogus between the two may be possible and meaningful.
Vatican II, following this principle, among other tasks and teachings,
has analyzed in some passages the problem of migration and of cultural change and cultural pluralism as relevant to the phenomenon of
migration, to the pastoral care it needs, and to the farthful's commitment to Christ in a period of institutionalized' change. The Council
has also restated the function of econom5i at the service of human persons, the equal value of cultural forms, and the right of man to move
from one economic and social system into another. The common good
of a diocess or of an ecclesiatical region, therefore, is relative to the
personal, human, and Christian development of the individual, in particular of the immigrant in his peculiar situation.
The Council did not speak of the practical ways of implernrenting
its directives. Pastoral experience and proper empirical research may
work out solutions within the given doctrinal framework.

a) The missionary

mandate of Christ does not always imply that we

leave a geographical country; it may well be the country of our
culture and of our most familiar customs. Thus regarding priestly
formation, seminarians :

must "be taught to use, in a proper manner and according to the
norms of the Church authority, the helps which pedagogy, pryihology,
and sociology can offer. Again, they shoutd be trained with exactness
to ignite and fan the apostolic activity of laymen, and to promote the
various and most successful forms of the apostolate. They need to be
penetrated with a truly catholic spirit by which they can transcend
the borders of their own diocese, nation, or rite, be accustomed to
consulting the needs of the whole church, and be ready in spirit to
preach the gospel everywhere.', (priestly Formation, n. 20)

b)

The language parish is not the best suited way of looking at the
national parish. It is not the language that is the most difficult
_99 _

thing to understand, but the mentality, the ways of behaving, the
values underlying such behavior, and the process of re-socialization
in the host-society. While present evidence has proven the indispensable function of language-ethnic parishes for the first and
second generation immigrants in the past, it seems that future
development should lead to integration of the parish community
as a social and canonical unit: l-by individuating the cultural
groups making up the parish; 2-by ministering to such groups
according to their language-cultural needs; 3-by helping such
groups to accept and respect mutual difterences while sharing in a
'catholic' religious experience. Thus, without multiplying religious
institutions an efficient service could be carried out for newcomers
in need of a special ministry. However, the possibility of having
ethnic social centers as independent units should also be studied.
c) The phenomenon of Pentecostal, Holiness, and other similar sects
that appears in the cases of nrigration usually from rural to urban
settings (cf. Italians in Toronto, Puerto Ricans in New York; West
Indians in Great Britain) should make us aware of occasional
failures on the part of the Church to create a religious community
life culturally understandable to the immigrants by the proper use,
for example, of the ethnic press, and radio and TV broadcasting.

d) Ecumenical action: cooperation on the level
groups concerned with assistance to migrants.

of

action with all

c) Lay Catholic organizations for newcomers should be instituted or
strengthened on a parochial, interparochial, and inter-diocesan level
(for example, a Catholic Action Federation similar to that of the
Scalabrini Fathers in Australia)

f) Collaboration between the Episcopal Conferences of the sending
and receiving countries for coordination of pastoral action.
Reflection, research, dialogue, and experience in the light of Vatican
II could certainly chart the doctrinal and practical course we nced
to take for pastoral assistance to migrants in the modern world.

APPENDIX

The following tables are included as a documentation on the
validity and timeliness of the council's teaching with special reference
to the United States. Canada, Australia, and other immigration countries reflects the same need of assistance to immigrants not speaking
the language of the host-society and not yet assimilated into the ecclesiastical and civil structures of the country of their adoption. Therefore,
even though the principles embodied in the Council's documents and
in the papal teaching emerging in the the climate of the Council, may
appear too general to some un-reflective minds, the facts and flgures
added in this Appendix should help toward understanding both the
method to be used and the need that we are facing regarding pastoral
assistance to migrants. The flgures reported in the following tables are
not complete, they just give a reliable view of the magnitude of the
problems stemming from the coming together of different ethnic groups.
A mors detailed information can be gathered from the sources wherefrorn the tables have been taken:
A. Fishman, Language Loyalty in the United States, Mouton
& Co., The Hague, 1966. Pp. 478.

1. Joshua

Migration Review, YoL 1, No. 3, Summer 1967,
Center for Migration Studies, 209 Flagg Place, Staten Island, N.Y.

2. International
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H. Richmond. Immigrant and Ethnic Groups in Mteropolitan Toronto. York University, Toronto, 1966. Pp. 95.

3. Anthony

4. E. Fergusorr. Newcomers

in Transition, Toronto, 1964. Pp.
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Summary of Census Data and Estimates for Three Generations ol
Claimants of Non-English Mother Tongues, 1960
(Estimates in round numbers)
lst Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation
Language

Claimants

Claimants

Norwegian

140,774
2ll,5g7
79,619
123,613
330,220

141,000
197,000

Swedish

Danish
Dutch,/Flemish
French
German
Polish
Czech
Slovak

Hungarian
Serbo-Croatian
Slovenian
Russian

Ukrainian
Lithuanian
Finnish
Rumanian
Yiddish
Greek

1,278,772
581,936

9l,7tl
125,000
2l3,tt4
88,094
32,108
276,934
106,974
99,043
53,169
38,019
503,605
l73,O3l

62,000
330,000
l,27g,OOO

1,516,000

92,000
125,000
175,000
89,000

32,000
166,000
136,000
99,000
53,000
19,000
422,OAO

107,000
2,300,000

1,226,141

Spanish
Portuguest

766,961 \,278,OOO
87,109, 97,000
49,908 50,000
6,677,35t 8,868,000

Total
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Totals

40,000 32t,774
17,000 415,597
6,000 147,619
74,OO0 321,6t3
383,000 r,043,220
588,000 3,145,772
87,000 2,184,936
34,000 217,77 t
10,000 260,000
16,000 404,114
7.000 184,094
3,000 67,208
18,000 460,834
10,000 252,973
8,000 206,043
4,000 l10,16g
2,000 58,019
39,000 964,605
12,000 292,031

1.24,000

Italian

Arabic

Claimants

147,000

1

,29

,000
7,000
4,000
1

2,807,000

3,673,141
3

,335,961
181,109
103,909

18,352,351

Changes Brought About

in the Numerical Status ol

23

Non-English Mother-Tongues Between 1940 and 1960
Total Change

Language

1940 Total

Norwegian

658,220
830,900

Swedish

Danish

Dutch/Flemish
French
German
Polish
Czech

226,740
289,590
1,412,060

4,949,790
2,416,320
520,440

Slovak

484,360
453,000
153,080
178,640
585,090
83,600

Hungarian
Serbo-Croatian
Slovenian
Russian

Ukrainian
Lithuanian
Finnish
Rumanian
Yiddish
Greek

272,680
230,420
65,520
1

,75 1,100

Italian

273,520
3,766,820

Spanish

1,861,400

Portuguest

21.5,660

Arabic

t07,420

Total

Total
n
Vo
321,774
415,597 -336,446 -5l.lo/o
L47,6L9 -415,303 -50.070
32t,613 -79,t2t
+32,033 -65.tVo
*ll.tVo
L,043,220
-16.lVo
3,145,772 -369,840
2,184,936-1,904,008 -36.4vo
217,771 -231,384 -9.6Vo
-58.2Vo
260,000 -302,669
---48,886 -L0.8Vo
404,114
184,094 -224.360
+3r,014 -46370
+2o.3%
67,108
---21.20/o
460,834 -124,246
-62.47c
252,974 -111,352
+169,374 *202.6Vo
206,043
-66,637 -24.4%
r ru,l68
-120,252
-522Vo
58,019
-7501
-lt/vo
964,605
-786,495
-449Vo
292,031 + 18,511 *6.80/o
3,673,t41
-93,679 *7g.2Vo
-2.5Vo
3,335,961 +1,474,561
181,109
-t6.OVo
103,908 -34551
-3,512

1960

21,786,540 18,352,351
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-3.3Vo

-3,434,189

-t5.8Vo

Italians in Metropolitan Areas, 1960

Generation Italian
(Native
Stock
as Vo of.
I. Generation born of
(Ita1ian Italian
Total
born) Parents) PoPulation
II.

ltalian
Rank

Stock

1. NewYourNew Jersey
consolidated

area)

10.3

453,929
63,570

1,077,423
184,988

63,509
57,718
36,754

154,279

1.0

202,987
138,429

145,269

7.8

lol,675

5.7

120,950

31,934

89,016

1.8

16l,125

34,O51

72,O74

95,077
77,434
76,580
67,721
57,134
49,172

30,794
20,441

64,283

3.8
2.5
5.9

41,611

11,47

39,812

1,531,352

2. Philadelphia,
3. Chicago, Ill.

Pa.

248,558

5.7

(consolidated

area)

217,788

Mass.
5. Pittsburgh, Pa.
4" Boston,

6. Los AngelesLong Beach,

7.

Cal.

San Francisco-

Oakland,

Cal.

8. Detroit, Mich.
9. Buffalo, N.Y.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Providence, R.L
Cleveland, Ohio
Roc.hester,

N.Y.

New Haven,

Conn.

18,200

56,993
58,380

19,317

48,404

17,047

40,089

9.7

11,727

37,395

15.8

|

12,303
9,398

30,140
27,509
25,767

7.6

9.4
3.8

Albaay-Schenectady-

Troy, N.Y.
15. Hartford, Conn.
16. Syracuse, N.Y.
17. Youngstown-

Ohio

35,165

6.3
6.2

33,300

9,081

24,220

6.5

18. Utica-Rome, N.Y. 30,192
19. Baltimore, Md.
29,692

7,659
7,373

22,533

9.1

22,3t9

1.7

27,449
27,144

8,069

4.2

26,374
25,987

6,397

19,380
20,058
19,977

Warren,

20. San Jose, Cal.
21. St. Louis, Mo.
22. Washington, D.C.
23. Waterbury, Conn.

7,086

n.a.

crl

1.3
1.3

14.3

Declared Destination

of ltalian Imrnigrants, 1960-65
Per Cent

of
Total

New York

Total

30,951

28.9

Chicago

6,452

6.0

Newark-Paterson

3,699

30.

Philadelphia

3,O75

2.9

Rochester

2,053

1,9

Boston-Cambridge

1,996

1.8

Detroit

1,532

t.4

Cleveland

1,255

t.2

Pittsburgh

1.052

1.0

San Francisco-Oakland

986

9

Hartford

939

9

Los Angeles

936

9

54,926

51.2

Total for 12 cities

Total for U.S.

107,194

100

source: U.s. Immigration and Naturalization. Annual Report. tg6o, 1961,
1962, L963, 1964,1965, Table 12B.
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CANADA
According to census statistics, the Italian population in the City of
Toronto more than quadrupled in ten years, rising from l},44l in 1951 to
77,898 in 1961. Some other figures from the 1961 census are listed here
as a matter of interest:

Italian

P o pulation

in Some

M unicipalitie

York Township
North York

Etobicoke
Scarborough
Metropolitan Toronto

s-l 96 I I

23,599
15,595
7.385

4,784
140,378

(census tract is slight larger
than the political area)

Estimates of the present size of the Italian population in the Metropolitan area given by Italian persons run from 150,000 to 200,000, and

180,000 is a commonly quoted figure.
The Portuguest community held a "festa" on June 9th, 1963, to celebrate the tenth anniversary of their arrival in Toronto. While the date
may have been arbitrarily chosen, June, 1953, is recognized as the beginning of the Portuguese settlement in Toronto. Before that, Toronto had
only a few families who sojourned first in South America and then emigrated to Canada. The first group of Portuguest who arrived were all men.
Thosefrom the Azores were admitted as farm workers and a strong preference was given to single men. The number of Portuguese immigrants
grew and is now estimated to be from l2,0OO to 15,000. (Portuguest were
not listed as a separate national group in the 1961 Census.)
1

1961 Census

of

Canada, Population Ethnic Groups, Catalogue 92-545,

page 39-5.
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English Language by Ethnic Origin
Metro
%

MTE
British

99.5

French

63.8

German

43.2

Italian

17.4

Jewish

57.4

Netherlands

52.2

Polish

37.6

Russian

62.1

Scandinavian

59.2

Ukrainians

32.8

Other Europeans

24.0

Asiatic

35.6

.%o%

SNE

in

Toronto

City

Suburbs

Vo

%Vo
MTE SNE

MTE

SNE

99.2

0.3

99.6

0.1

56.3

4.9

69.9

2.7

32.2

3.1

54.2

1.8

to.z

28.3

32.6

2.6
1.3
4.6
3.4
0.8
3.6
10.6
12.6

o.2
3.6
2.3
23.4
t.2
1.0
2.9
1.4
0.6
2.5
7.6
9.6

62.5
24.1
40.3

56.0
22.7
15.6

26.7

37.2

21.8

64.t

0.8

53.3

0.9

49.3

1.4

70.9

0.6

60.5

0.1

45.8

1.2

34.0

3.9

49.3

4.8

97.4

0.3

83.4

1.5

Othen and
not stated

96.5

Total

76.6

0.5
3.0

MTE = Mother Tongue English
SNE - Speaks No English
Source: Census of Canada, 196I.
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94.7
65.1

o.8
5.6

For further information on migration problems we lvould advise

our readers to familiarize themselves with

the
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